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Mont Surfaces and Susie Frazier Announce a Strategic Partnership to
Inspire Personal Renewal in the Home Improvement Space
CLEVELAND, OHIO — Mont Surfaces, one of the largest suppliers of fine surface
materials in the Midwest, and Susie Frazier, a highly recognized Cleveland artist and
designer of Earthminded Style®, today announced a new strategic partnership based
upon a shared vision of wellness through reflective design. By combining Mont’s
expertise in innovative trends and fine surface materials with Susie’s talent and
design-centered connection to nature, they plan to empower consumers to awaken
their individuality through their own home improvements.
Together, Mont Surfaces and Susie Frazier are collaborating around lifestyle, art,
nature, natural stone and creative surface materials in a way that will inspire
consumers to initiate a degree of personal renewal. This will be achieved through
various channels, including shared blog postings, earned media, social media,
personal appearances, feature print articles and digital media.
Susie Frazier, founder of SUSIE FRAZIER Inc. commented “I couldn’t be more thrilled
to be working with Mont Surfaces. As consumers look to create spaces that
revitalize and nurture the spirit, we will be there with Mont to offer new design ideas
that truly support that mission.”
“Mont is very pleased to form a partnership with Susie Frazier. By combining Susie’s
passion for art, nature and reclamation with Mont’s vision to blend beauty, nature
and innovation, we can spark exciting new concepts and theories for reflective,
integrated design,” said Dinesh Bafna, President of Mont Surfaces by Mont Granite,
Inc.
Both Mont Surfaces by Mont Granite, Inc. and SUSIE FRAZIER Inc. are headquartered
in Cleveland, Ohio.

About Mont Surfaces:
With over 27 years of experience, Mont Surfaces by Mont Granite, Inc. is recognized
as one of the Midwest’s premier wholesale suppliers of fine surface materials for
commercial and residential projects.
Maintaining an extensive inventory of natural stone (granite, marble, soapstone,
travertine, quartzite and onyx), porcelain slabs, precious stone and engineered
quartz, Mont travels the world to provide architects, designers, developers and
homeowners the ability to select the perfect surface material for their projects.
Mont’s knowledgeable and courteous sales associates have the expertise to guide
designers and consumers through the exciting material selection process and serve
as the liaison between the designer/consumer and their industry professional.
Mont has 7 Design Center and Showroom locations:
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Cleveland
Columbus
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Detroit
Grand Rapids
Indianapolis

Learn more about us at www.montsurfaces.com
About SUSIE FRAZIER:
Susie Frazier is a pioneering designer of Earthminded Style®, a way of life that
connects people to nature, using sustainable materials for personal empowerment.
Susie blends organic sensibilities with natural and industrial discards to create
biophilic design solutions that aren’t currently offered in the market. Her distinctive
products, textural fine art, original photographs and digitally-illustrated patterns
have influenced audiences across the U.S.
In business since 1997, SUSIE FRAZIER Inc. operates a showroom inside 78th Street
Studios where custom wall features and home accents are developed in
collaboration with architects, interior designers and agents of the hospitality,
healthcare, corporate, retail and residential markets.
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